Course Codes for ETDs

2014

Faculty of Arts
14MAARC001 etc = Master of Arts in Archaeology
14BAART001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in History of Art
14MAART001 etc = Master of Arts in History of Art
14BAFRE001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in French
14MAFRE001 etc = Master of Arts in French
14BAHST001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in History
14MAPREPHST001 etc = MA Preparatory History
14MAHST001 etc = Master of Arts in History
14BAITAL001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Italian
14MAITAL001 etc = Master of Arts in Italian
14BAMAL001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Maltese
14MAMAL001 etc = Master of Arts in Maltese
14PHDMAL001 etc = PhD Maltese
14BAENG001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in English
14MAENG001 etc = Master of Arts in English
14BASPA001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Spanish Studies
14BASST001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Social Studies
14BASOC001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Sociology
14MAPREPS001 etc = MA Preparatory Sociology
14BAGE001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Geography
14MAGE001 etc = Master of Arts in Geography
14MATIS001 etc = Master in Translation and Interpreting Studies
14BAMUS001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Music
14BATHS001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Theatre Studies

Faculty of Economics, Management and Accountancy
14BACCO001 etc = Bachelor of Accountancy
14BBNK001 etc = Bachelor of Commerce in Banking and Finance
14MPBF001 etc = Master of Science in Banking and Finance

14BEC001 etc = Bachelor of Commerce in Economics
14MAEC001 etc = Master of Arts in Economics

14BISR001 etc = Bachelor of Commerce in Insurance and Finance

14BMGT001 etc = Bachelor of Commerce in Management
14MBAX001 etc = Executive Master of Business Administration
14MBAE001 etc = Executive Master of Business Administration (e-business)

14BMRK001 etc = Bachelor of Commerce in Marketing

14BPUP001 etc = Bachelor of Commerce in Public Policy
14MAPUP001 etc = Master of Arts in Public Policy

**Faculty of Education**
14BED001 etc = Bachelor of Education
14MED001 etc = Masters in Education
14MAAED001 etc = Master of Arts in Adult Education

**Faculty of Laws**
14LLD001 etc = Doctor of Laws
14LAWP001 etc = Qualifying Programme for Doctor of Laws
14MLEC001 etc = Master of Laws in European and Comparative Law
14MLAW001 etc = Master of Arts in Law
14MFIN001 etc = Master of Arts in Financial Services
14MLIL001 etc = Master of Laws in International Law
14MHRD001 etc = Master of Arts in Human Rights and Democratisation
14MPELLAW001 etc = Master of Philosophy in Law
14PHDLAW001 etc = Doctor of Philosophy in Law
14MMED001 etc = Master of Arts in Mediation

**Faculty of Health Sciences**
14BSABS01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Applied Biomedical Science
14MSABS01 etc = Master of Science in Applied Biomedical Science (by Research)

14BSAFNS01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Applied Food & Nutritional Sciences
14MSFSEHR01 etc = Master of Science in Food Studies and Environmental Health (by Research)

14BSCT01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Communication Therapy
14MSAUD01 etc = Master of Science in Audiology
BSCMD01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Community Midwifery
BSMD01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Midwifery
MSMD01 etc = Master of Science in Midwifery

BSMHO1 etc = Bachelor of Science in Mental Health Nursing
MSMHO1 etc = Master of Science in Mental Health Nursing
BSHS01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Health Science (by distance learning)
BSCNR01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Community Nursing
BSNR01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Nursing
MSNR01 etc = Master of Science in Nursing
MSNRR01 etc = Master of Science in Nursing (by Research)

MSHSM01 etc = Master of Science in Health Services Management
MSHSMR01 etc = Master of Science in Health Services Management (by Research)

BSOT01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
BSPY01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Physiotherapy

BSPOD01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Podiatry
MSPODR01 etc = Master of Sciences in Podiatry (by Research)

BSRAD01 etc = Bachelor of Science in Radiography
MSRADR01 etc = Master of Science in Radiography (by Research)
MSRCT01 etc = Master of Science in Radiography (Computerised Tomography)
MSRMR01 etc = Master of Science in Radiography (Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
MSRRRI01 etc = Master of Science in Radiography (Radionuclide Imaging)

MSMP01 etc = Master of Science in Medical Physics
MSCRD001 etc = Master of Science in Radiology

Faculty of Media and Knowledge Sciences
BCOMM001 etc = Bachelor of Communications (Hons)

DJRN001 etc = Diploma in Journalism

D LIS001 etc = Diploma in Library and Information Studies
BLIAS001 etc = Bachelor of Library Information and Archive Studies
MLIAS001 etc = Masters in Library Information and Archive Studies

DARM001 etc = Diploma in Archives and Records Management

MACS001 etc = Master of Arts in Cognitive Science
MADA001 etc = Master of Arts in Digital Arts
14BFADA001 etc = Bachelor of Fine Arts (Hons) in Digital Arts
14MFADA001 etc = Master of Fine Arts in Digital Arts
14MAIMC001 etc = Master of Arts in Integrated Marketing Communication
14MAMC001 etc = Master of Arts in Media and Communication
14MAIPG001 etc = Master of Arts in Information Policy and Governance

Faculty for Social WellBeing
14BYCS001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Youth and Community Studies—changed from BATC
14MYCS001 etc = Masters of Arts in Youth and Community Studies
14BPSY001 etc = Bachelor of Psychology
14MPSY001 etc = Master of Psychology
14BSOCPO01 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Social Policy
14MASOCPO01 etc = Master of Arts in Social Policy
14BSOCW001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Social Work
14MASOCW001 etc = Master of Arts in Social Work
14MATC001 etc = Master of Arts in Trans-cultural Counselling
14BACRI001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Criminology
14MPS001 etc = Master in Probation Services
14MFS001 etc = Master in Family Studies
14MFTSP etc = Master in Family Therapy and Systematic Practice

Faculty of Theology
14BTHE001 etc = Bachelor of Arts Theology (Evening and Morning course)
14MTHCJ001 etc = Matrimonial Canon Law and Jurisprudence
14MTHBET001 etc = Master of Arts in Bioethics
14MTHBE001 etc = Master of Arts in Business Ethics
14MTHFM001 etc = Master of Arts in Family Ministry
14MTHSC001 etc = Master of Arts in Spiritual Companionship/Spirituality
14MTHSP001 etc = Master of Arts in Spirituality
14MTHYM001 etc = Master of Arts in Youth Ministry
14MTHE001 etc = Master of Arts in Theology
14MTHST001 etc = Licentiate in Sacred Theology

Euro-Mediterranean Centre for Education Research
14MACEMES001 etc = Master of Arts in Comparative Euro-Mediterranean Education Studies
Institute of Maltese Studies
14MIMS001 etc = Master in Maltese Studies

Institute for Physical Education and Sport
??BSSAL001 etc = Bachelor of Science in Sport and Active Lifestyles (to graduate in 2017)

Institute for Sustainable Development
14MSSDF001 etc = Master of Science (Sustainable Development) – Full Time
14MSSDP001 etc = Master of Science (Sustainable Development) – Part Time

Institute of Sustainable Energy
14MSSE001 etc = Master of Science in Sustainable Energy
14MPHILSE001 etc = Master of Philosophy in Sustainable Energy

Institute for Tourism, Travel and Culture
14BTOU001 etc = Bachelor of Arts in Tourism Studies

Islands and Small States Institute
14MISSM001 etc = Master of Arts in Islands and Small States Studies (Malta)
14MISSG001 etc = Master of Arts in Islands and Small States Studies (Gozo)
14PHDISS001 etc = PHD in Islands and Small States Studies

Mediterranean Institute
14MSPC001 etc = Master of Science in Performing Creativity

School of Performing Arts (under the auspices of the Faculty of Arts)
14MATHS001 etc = Master of Arts in Theatre Studies
14DMUSC001 etc = Doctor in Music – Composition
14DMUSP001 etc = Doctor in Music – Performance
14PHDMUS001 etc = Doctor of Philosophy in Music
14MMUSC001 etc = Masters in Music – Composition
14MMUSEM001 etc = Masters in Music – Ethno Musicology
14MMUSM001 etc = Masters in Music – Musicology
14MMUSP001 etc = Masters in Music – Performance